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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical Floquet theory of the equations 
(q) y"=g(0y, qeC°, R = (-co, oo) 
describes the properties of solutions of (q) when the function q (i.e. the carrier of (q)) 
is periodic, usually with period n : q(t + n) = q(t) for t e R. Then u(t + n) is 
a solution of (q) for every solution u of (q), too. According to the Floquet theory 
a quadratic algebraic equation can be uniquely associated to (q), whose roots — the 
so-called characteristic multipliers of (q) — are of importance in investigating the 
properties of solutions of (q). Provided that (q) is both-sided oscillatory, the characte-
ristic multipliers of (q) can be calculated by means of the (first) phase and of the basic 
central dispersion (of the 1st kind) of (q). Cf. [2]-[5] , [8]. 
O. Boruvka established in [1] all functions X, the so-called dispersions (of the 
1st kind) of (q) possessing the property, by which —L -r is a solution of (q) on R 
V| x\t) | 
for every solution u of the both-sided oscillatory equation (q) again. 
M. Laitoch generalized in [6] on the above basis the Floquet theory even to 
equations (q) whose carrier q is in general no periodic function. To such (q) and X, it 
is possible uniquely associate an algebraic quadratic equation whose roots determine 
the behaviour of solutions of (q). (See [6]). 
The main point of the present article is to calculate the above roots using the phase 
and dispersion theory for the 2nd order linear differential equations, getting thus as 
special cases the results of [2] — [5] and [8]. Next we investigate qualitative properties 
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of the roots mentioned, making use of the dispersion Xand of the central dispersions 
of (q). 
2. BASIC C O N C E P T S A N D R E L A T I O N S 
In what follows we shall investigate equations (q) being both-sided oscillatory on R 
only (i.e. every nonnull solution of (q) has an infinite number of zeros on the left and 
on the right of every t0 e R). The trivial solution will be excluded. 
In keeping with [1] we say that a function a : R -> R, a e C£ is a (first) phase of (q) 
if there exist independent solutions u, v of (q): 
tg a(0 = ~ j on R - {t e R; v(0 -= 0}. 
Every phase a of (q) satisfies: 
a 6 CR
3, at'(t) # 0 for t e R, a(R) = R. 
If a is a phase of (q), then —==========, -•--=========== are independent solutions of (q) 
V|a'(0l V|a'(0l 
and kx — -̂=r=L====~- (kt,k2 = constants) is its general solution. 
V|a'(0l 
The set of phases of the equation y" = — y will be denoted by (£. It holds: s(t -f n) = 
= e(t) + n . sign s' for every e e (£. 
Let t0 e R and u be a solution of (q), u(t0) = 0. Let us denote by cp(t0) the first zero 
of u lying on the right of t0. Then the function cp is defined on R and is called the 
basic central dispersion (of the 1st kind) of (q). The basic central dispersion cp of (q) 
has the following properties: 
(p € CR, (p(t) > 't, cp'(t) > 0 for t e R. 
cpn(t) is the composite function <p ... <p(t) and (p-n(t) stands for the inverse function to 
n 
<pn(t)l <Po(t) = t for te R. The functions ^„ (/i = ± 1 , ±2 , ...) are called the central 
dispersions (of the 1st kind) of (q). 
Let a be a phase and cp be the basic central dispersion of (q). Then a[<pn(0] = cc(t) + 
+ nn . sign a' for t e R, n being an integer. 
The funtion Xe CR, X' ?- 0 representing a solution of the nonlinear differential 
equation 
(qq) Vl x' | С--Д-=-Y + x'2. q(X) = q(t) 
41 
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is called the dispersion (of the 1st kind) of (q). Especially the basic central dispersion q> 
of (q) and <pn (n = 0, ±1 , ±2, ...) are dispersions of (q). If the function t -f n is 
a dispersion of (q), then it is a solution of (qq) whence we have: q(t + n) = q(t) and 
conversely also: if q(t + n) = #(t) for t e R, then t + n is a dispersion of (q). 
Let a be a phase of (q). Then X is a dispersion of (q) precisely if X = a" 1ea, e e (£. 
Consequently a_1(£a : = {a-1ea; e e (£} are all solutions of (qq). 
Every dispersion X of (q) maps Ron R and possesses the following important 
property: Let u be an arbitrary solution of (q), then the function — 4- is a solu-
Vi x\t) | 
tion of this equation again. In case X = (pn it is even valid the formula 
0) ^ £ l = (-l)"u(0, teR. 
v<p;,(o 
All the above results has been proved in [1]. 
3. PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
Let X(t) ^ t be a dispersion of (q), cp be the basic central dispersion of (q) and w, v 
its independent solutions. Then •—]L=~L and —-==4r are independent solutions 
VI x\t) | VI X'(01 
of (q) and 
(2) 
н[-У(Q] 
Vi x ' ( o i 
^[x(t)] 
Vl A"(t) j 
Й Ц « ( 0 + a12t?(í), 
Ö2lW(t) + Ű22ľ(t), tєR, 
where a0- (/,j = 1,2) are real numbers and det axj = alxa22 — ai2a2i ¥" 0. Let j be 
a solution of (q) with — J = T . y(t) for / e R, where T is a (generally complex) 
ViX'(oi 
number. Then T is a root of the equation 
(3) Q2 - (an + a22) Q + (atla22 - ai2a2l) = 0. 
The coefficients of (3) do not depend on the choice of the independent solutions u, v 
of (q). We call equation (3) the characteristic equation of (q) relative to the 
dispersion X and its roots as the characteristic multipliers of (q) relative 
to the dispersion X. In Lemma 4 we shall prove: axla22 — ai2a2i = signX'. 
I l l 
If Q-1, Qi are characteristic multipliers of (q) relative to X, then it follows from [6] 
that there exist independent solutions u, v of (q) satisfying either 
tA\ "[X(01 . . »[Jf(0] 
VUXOI VI J.'(01 
or 
(5) "E^-^w, ~^L = M(0 + ClK0, o - i - ^ - t i . 
VlXXOI ViXxoi 
Let« be an integer. Say that xe R i s a number of type n of (q) re la t ive to the 
d i spers ion Xif X(x) = q>n(x). 
Lemma 1. Let a be a phase of(q), X = a_1ea, where e e (£. Fhe/i x is a number of 
type n of (q) relative to the dispersion X exactly if e(xx) = xx + mr. sign a' for 
xi : = a(x). 
Proof. (=>) Let X(x) = 9 .W. Then a_1ea(x) = <pn(x) = a~*[a(x) + nn. sign a '] . 
Herefrom we obtain e(xt) = xi + nn . sign a' for x! : = a(x). 
(<=) Let xx : = a(x) and e(xt) = xt + nn . sign a'. Then ea(x) = a(x) + «7r. sign a', 
a""1ea(^) = a_ 1[a(x) + nn . sign a']. From this X(x) = <pn(x). 
Corollary 1. Let sign X' = 1 and let x be a number of type n of(q) relative to the 
dispersion X. Then (pt(x) is also number of type n of (q) relative to the dispersion X, 
for every integer i. 
Proof. Let x be a determined number of type n of (q) relative to dispersion X, 
and so X(x) = q>n(x). Let a be a phase of (q) and let X = a" ^a , e e C Then sign e' = 1 
and we have from Lemma 1 ea(x) = a(x) + n7t. sign a'. It holds for every integer i 
that eot(Pi(x) = e[a(x) + in . sign a'] = ea(x) + in . sign a' = a(x) + in . sign a' + 
+ nn . sign a' = a<pt(x) + nn . sign a'. From Lemma 1 and from eoc(pt(x) = aq)t(x) + 
+ nn . sign a' we observe that cpt(x) is a number of type n of (q) relative to the dispers-
ion X, for every integer /. 
Lemma 2. Let sign X' = 1. Fhe/j all number of (q) relative to the dispersion X 
(so far such exist) are of the same type. 
Proof. Suppose that x and y are numbers of types n and m, respectively, of (q) 
relative to the dispersion X. This implies that X(x) = <p,,(x), X(y) = <pm(y). Let X = 
X = a_ 1ea, ee(£. Then sign e' = 1 and we get from Lemma 1: e(xt) = xt + 
+ nn . sign a', e(yx) = yi + mn . sign a', where xx : = a(x), yt : = ot(y). From 
e(t + n) = e(t) + n and e(x t) = xt + «7i. sign a' we obtain t + (n . sign a' — 1) n < 
< e(t) < t + (n. sign a' + 1) n for / e R. In the special case of / = yt we have: 
yx + (n . sign a' — 1) n < e(yt) = yt + mn . sign ot' < yx + (n . sign a' + 1) n and 
from this n . sign a' — 1 < m . sign a' < n . sign a' + 1, which occurs exactly for 
« = m. 
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Corollary 2. Let sign X' = 1 and let x be a number of type n of (q) relative to the 
dispersion X. Then 
<pn_x(t) < X(t) < (pn+1(t) for / e R. 
Proof. Let x be a number of type n of (q) relative to the dispersion X, i.e. X(jc) = 
= (pn(x). Suppose now the assertion is not true. Then it follows from the continuity 
of the function X that (q) relative to the dispersion X possesses also a number of 
type n — 1 or n + 1, contrary to Lemma 2. 
Lemma 3. Let sign X' = — 1. Then there exists only one xe R: X(x) = x (this 
implies that there exists only one number of type 0 of(q) relative to the dispersion X). 
Proof. Equation X(t) = t has only one solution on R for X(R) = R and sign X' = 
= - 1 . 
Lemma 4. Let xeR and u, v be solutions of (q) satisfying the initial conditions: 
u(x) = 1, u'(x) = 0, v(x) = 0, v'(x) = 1. Then 
gZ /jp_£ + signr.vrr^i,'[x(x)]-l *W(*>3 )Q + 
Wix'(x)i l r(x)Vir(x)ij 
(6) + sign X' = 0 
is the characteristic equation of (q) relative to the dispersion X. 
Proof. Let u, v be solutions of (q) satisfying the initial conditions of Lemma 4. 
Then (2) holds where ay (ij = 1,2) are real numbers, det atJ & 0. Putting x in place 
of t in (2) we get 
_ u[X(x)] _ t_*(x)] 
a i l __ . 9 Q2i " - * 
Vi*'(x)i Vir(x)i 
X'(x) u'lX(x)} 1 Z"(x)M[Z(x)] 
Vl *'(*)! 2 r(x)V|X'(x)| 
= signX'. ViroOlu'[JTW] - 4 - ^ ^ _ _ _ L , 
2 r(x)V|_"(x)| 
X ' ( x ) ^ W ] _ 1 X"(x)v[X(x)] 
Vir(x)i 2 x'(x)V|x'(x)i 
= sign r . VFIxxTi « ] - 1 ™ * g g l 
2 r(x)Vir(x)i 
From this 
«n<*22 - ai2a2i = sign X'[u(X(x)). v'(X(x)) - u'(X(x)). v(X(x))] = sign .T, 
for uv' — u'v = I. We get equation (6) by inserting the above results instead of ay 
(ij = 1, 2) into (3). 
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Remark 1. In special case in which X(t) = t + n Lemma 4 is given say in [4], 
[5], [7]. 
Corollary 3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 4 where x is a number of type n (so far 
it exists) of (q) relative to the dispersion X, be satisfied. Then 
(7) Q* _ (JLBM= + sign X'. V r r w l v'[X(x)]) g + sign X' = 0 
WIX 'WI / 
is the characteristic equation of (q) relative to the dispersion X. 
Proof. Let X(x) = (pn(x). Then t;[X(x)] = #[<?„(*)] = 0 enabling us to write 
equation (6) in the form of (7). 
Corollary 4. If the characteristic equation (6) of (q) relative to the dispersion X 
has complex roots, then they are equal to e±an\ 0 < a < 1 and sign X' = 1. 
Proof. Let the roots of (6) be complex and equal to a ± ip,P / 0. Then 
(a + ip) - (a - ip) = a2 + p2 = sign X'. From this we get sign X' = 1, a2 + p2 = 
= 1 and consequently e±ani, where 0 < a < 1, are characteristic multipliers of 
(q) relative to the dispersion X. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
Let X(0 -?-- t be a dispersion of (q) and <p be the basic central dispersion of (q). 
Theorem 1. e±ani, 0 < a < I are the characteristic multipliers of(q) relative to the 
dispersion X if and only if there exists a phase a of (q) and an integer n: 
a[*(0] = a(0 + (<* + 2n) n> reR. 
Proof. (=>) Let e±ani be the characteristic multipliers of (q) relative to the disper-
sion X. Then there exist independent solutions u, v of (q): 
—hr- = cos an . u(t) + sin an . v(t), 
(8) ' 
t;[X(0] 
k = - S i n a7T . U(t) + COS a7T . V(t). 
Let a e C£, tga(0 == —pr for / e R - { / e R ; t;(0 = 0}. Then a is a phase of (q) 
v(t) 
and we have from (8) tg a[X(0] = tg [a(0 + a] and a[X(0] = a(0 + (a + k) n, 
where k is an integer. We now prove that k is an even integer. First of all there exists 
c c 
ce R: u(t) = — . . sin a(t), v(t) = —===== cos a(t). Furthermore 
V|a'(f)l V|a'(0l 
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u[X(0] c . r w A l 
—k===i=- = ---==============- srn a[X(0] = 
V|X(OI V|a'[X(r)].X'(OI 
sin [a(t) + (a + k) n] = ( - 1)* --=====- sin [a(/) + an~] 
V|(«[X(0])'l vV.OI 
and we get from (8) 
u[*(0] c . . . . c 
_jr _!__ — c o s a T r . — : ____ S H 1 a(«) + s m a n —_________ cos a(r) = 
V. * ' (0 I Vl a'(0 I Vl «'(0 I 
= ~~-^==r__ sin [a(0 + ait]. 
V|a'(OI 
Thus (— l)fc = 1 and k is an even integer (k = 2n). 
(<=) Let 0 < a < 1, n an integer. Let there exist a phase a of (q): a[X(t)] = a(t) + 
^ x r r» -T̂ I ^ x sin a(t) , x cos a ( 0 « 
+ (a + 2n) 7r for t e R. Then u, v, w(l): = ^ - , v(t): = --^=,^4- 9 t e R are 
V|a'(OI V|a'( t) | 
independent solutions of (q) for which the equality of (8) holds. From (2), (3) and 
(8) now follows that Q2 — 2 cos an . Q + 1 = 0 is the characteristic equation of (q) 
relative to the dispersion X. e±anl are its roots and consequently also the characteristic 
multipliers of (q) relative to the dispersion X 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 was proved for the dispersion X(t) = t + n in [3] and [8], 
Corollary 5. Equation (q) relative to the dispersion X possesses numbers (of type n) 
precisely if the characteristic multipliers of (q) relative to the dispersion X are real. 
Proof. Let (q) relative to the dispersion X possess real characteristic multipliers 
and T be one of them. Then there exists a solution u of (q): — L -- = t . u(0 
ViXxoi 
for t e R. Let u(x) = 0. Then w[X(x)] = 0, hence there exists a number n: X(x) = 
= <pn(x) and x is a number of type n of (q) relative to the dispersion X. Let the 
characteristic multipliers of (q) relative to the dispersion X be complex and equal 
to e±an\ 0 < a < 1. Then there exists an integer m and a phase a of (q): a[X(f)] = 
= a(t) + (a + 2m) n. Let x be a number of type n of (q) relative to the dispersion X: 
X(x) = <pn(x). Then a[X(x)] = a[(p„(x)] = a(x) + nn . sign a' which contradicts 
a[X(x)] = OL(X) + (a + 2m) n. 
Theorem 2. Let sign X' = - 1 , X(x) = x. Then 
(?-_-» - 7 = , Є i = - V - _ Г ( x ) 
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holds for the characteristic multipliers Q_l9 Q{ of (q) relative to the dispersion X. 
Proof. Let sign X' = - 1 , X(x) = x and u, v, be solutions of (q), u(x) = 1, 
u'(x) = 0, v(x) = 0, v'(x) = 1. Then v[X(x)] -=. v(x) = 0, v'[X(x)] = v'(x) = I, 
w[X(x)] = u(x) = 1 and according to Lemma 4 
(9) Q2 - L T 1 = - V| r(x)\) 2 - 1 = 0 
is the characteristic equation of (q) relative to the dispersion X. ——---^=-. and 
—v ~-X'(x) are the roots of equation (9). 
Theorem 3. Let sign X' = 1 atid x be a number of type n od (q) relative to the 
dispersion X. Then 
V X(x) V <p'n(x) 
holds for the (real) characteristic multipliers Q_19 QX of (q) relative to the 
dispersion X. 
Proof. Let x be a number of type n of (q) relative to dispersion X: X(x) = cp»(x) 
and u, v be solutions of (q), u(x) = 1, u'(x) = 0, v(x) = 0, v'(x) = 1. By differentiat-
ing the latter equality 
( 10) ^M , (-D-H(0, ^M = (-i)XO, tsR, 
Jvft) J<P'n(0 
(11) i/føлo] Vk(0 - W 0 ] f-Д=-У = (- W 0 . tє R. 
V JФ'Jt)) 
From (10) and (11) we have for / = x 
u[X(xj] =(-l)"Vp"(*) , 
v'ix(x)] = (-iy l 
V^w 
for ^ [<?„(*)] = 0. Therefore according to Corollary 3 
W X'(x) V çфí) / 
is the characteristic equation of (q) relative to the dispersion X. (-1)" L™*L and 
V X'(x) 
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(_ ly i ___i— a r e its roots and thus also the characteristic multipliers of (<0 relative 
v (p'(x) 
to the dispersion X. 
Remark 3. Theorem 3 generalizes the results of [2] —[5] proved for X(/) ^ t -h n. 
Corollary 6. Let ctbe a phase of(q) and x be a number of type 0 of(q) relative to the 
dispersion X, X = a-1ea, e e (£. Then 
Qt = sign e'. V| e'(x0) | (x0 = a(x)) 
V|e'(*o)l 
are the characteristic multipliers of (q) relative to the dispersion X. 
Proof. Let X = a~*ea, e e (£ and let x be a number of type 0 of (q) relative to the 
dispersion X: X(x) = x. Then sign X' = sign e'. From Theorems 2 and 3 then follows 
that 
o_i = —====, gt = sign e'. V| X'(x) \ 
V|X'(x)| 
are the characteristic multipliers of (q) relative to the dispersion X. From X' = 
= a_1 'ea. e'a. a' and ea(x) = a(x) follows: X'(x) = e'a(x) = e'(x0), where x0: = 
= a(x). 
Lemma 5. Equation (q) has two equal (real) characteristic multipliers relative to the 
dispersion X and there exist independent solutions u, v of (q) for which (4) holds iff 
there exists an integer n such that X(t) = (pn(t)for t e R. 
Proof. (=>) If this holds for an integer n X(t) = cpn(t) for te R, then it follows from 
Theorem 3 and (1) that (q) possesses independent solutions u, v for which (4) holds. 
(<=) If equation (q) relative to the dispersion Xhas two equal characteristic multi-
pliers, then there exists (according to Corollary 5) a number x and an integer n: 
X(x) = q>n(x) and by Theorem 3 ( — 1)" is a double characteristic multiplier of (q) 
relative to the dispersion X. By our assumption, there exist independent solutions u, v 
of (q) for which (4) holds. From this we find that for every solution y of (q) = 
VX'(0 
= (- l ) ny(0, respecting (1), we get ^ S = i ^ M ^ L . Let a be a phase of (q), 
VX'(0 V ^ ( 0 
sign a' = 1. Then for every k, k e R: 
sin(a[X(0] + k) sin(a[фи(0] + k) 
y/x\t). «'[*(<•)] vV;(o. a 0,(0] 
í є R . 
Consequently X'(t). a'[Z(0] = (p'Jt) . a'|>l,(0], «[^(t)] = a[>,,(03 + ™, where s 
is an integer. Since X(x) = <p„(x), it holds s = 0 and X(t) = q>n(t) for t e R. 
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Lemma 6. Let Q_X = o t ( = ^ = + l ) hold for the characteristic multipliers Q_X9 
°\ °f (q) relative to the dispersion X and let ux, vx or u2, v2 be pairs of independent 
solutions of (q) for which 
i ! ? M - « Mi(0 + i? • ^ ) , J-1.2. 
VX'(o 
Then sign (uivi — uivj) = sign (u2v2 ~ u2v2). 
Proof. Let Q_X = QX(=Q = ±1) hold for the characteristic multipliers o_x, o^ 
of (q) relative to the dispersion X. Then it follows from Lemma 4: sign X' = 1. 
Let (12) hold for the pairs ul9 vx or u2, v2 of independent solutions of (q). Let bu 
(ij = 1,2), det bu ?- 0 be such numbers that 
u2(0-= bxxux(t) + bX2vx(t)9 
V2(t) = *2l"l(0 + b22Vx(t). 
Then 
Ui\X(t)_ , Wi[X(01 , t;i[X(0] L / x L / ,x / ^ 
^ L W J = fcii _ I L W J + fc^ a w j = bllQUi(t) + bi2(ui(0 + ^i (O) = 
VX'(0 VX'(0 VX'(0 
= (bi2 + obn)u i (0 + Qbi2vx(t)9 
v2[x(t)i L ui[X(01 , vjxity] , , . L , / N , , x 
^ V A L _, & 2 i ^ik^WJ + ^ 2 _LL_Wi, _- b2lOMl(0 + b22(ui(0 + QVt(t)) = 
VXxo VX'(o VXxo 
= (b22 + Qb2i)ux(t) + ob22^i(0 
and 
obuui(0 + Qbi2vx(t) = ( b n + obu) ui(0 + Qbi2vx(t)9 
bXiut(t) + bi2vi(0 + Q(b2iUi(t) + b22^i(0) = (622 + Qb2i) " i (0 + Qb22vx(t). 
Thereforebi2 = 0 ,bn = b22 # 0. Furthermoreu2v2 — u2i,2 = biiui(b2xux +b22v[) — 
— bxxu
,
x(b2Xui + b22vi) = bxxb22(uxv'x — uivi). Thus sign (u2y2 — w2v2) = 
= sign (u!vi - uiv^. 
Lemma 7. Equation (q) has independent solutions u, v for which (5) ho/ds exacty 
if there exist an integer n and xeR such that X(x) = <pn(x), X(t) =£ <pn(t) for t e R, 
sign X' = 1 awd x . (X(0 - 9n(0) = 0 for / e R , where T = (~ l )
n sign (uv' - u'v). 
Proof. (=>) Let (q) have independent solutions u, v for which (5) holds. Then 
QX = Qt = Q(=Z +1) for the characteristic multipliers Q_X, QX of (q) relative to the 
dispersion X, signX' = 1 (Lemma 4), there exist an integer n and xeR: X(x) = 
= q>n(x) (Corollary 5) and X(t) ̂  cpn(t) for t e R (Lemma 5). Let t0 be a number for 
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which X(t0) # (p„(t0). Let «_, vt be solutions of (q) satisfying the initial conditions 
«i(to) = 1, «i(to) = 0, vi(t0) = 0, p'.(/0) = 1. Putting 
U 2 ( 0 : = - ^ i ^ « i ( 0 + ( , - ^ _ M ) , i ( 0 , 
Vr((0) V y/x'(t0) J 
f 2 ( t ) : = "i(t)» t
e R -
then u2, v2 are independent solutions of (q). Since g_t = e i = g(= +1), it follows 
from Lemma 4 and its proof: 
M_M = M2_fl „.(o + ( V w «_[_-(.„] - ±__M_p^\ ! J l ( 0 , 
Vr(o Vroo) V 2 x'(t0)y/x'(t0) ) 
_€_>! = M_M Hl(0 + f V3ro -;[*(..)] - 4- -T^
pt[£(__]\ ,i(0 
V r « Vr(r0) \
 2 x'(t0)y/x\t0) / 
and 
« + Ä -;[вд] - 4 Ä)_Ä)I _ 2e 
Vr(í0)
 z
 Г(Í0)VГ(Í 0 ) 
from which 
«2WO] _ »I[A-(*O)] «i[*(0] L - "iW^JA "iWQJ _ 
\ Vr((0) / Vr(o Vr(o Vr(<0) Vr(o 
. M_M r^P^-u^o+f Vr̂ KLYOo)] 4 1 « S ) , ( « ) 1 -
VX'(Í0) L Vx'(ř0) \
 2 x'(t0)y/x'(t0) / J 
+ ( f f - « ) x 
V VX'(Í0) / 
x [ M S l « i ( t ) + ( V r ^ K . r . o ] _ i r ' ( t 0 ) , 1 [ ^ o ) ] \ i ( i _ 
L Vr(ř0) V
 2 x'(t0)y/x\t0) ) J 
= 0 P l _ _ _ _ ] «.(0 + (oi[_-(0] "i[*(t 0)] - ».[Jf(ř0)] «i[X(ío)]) »i(0 + 
Vr(Í0) 
+ A - ! - ^ ) - 1 ( 0 _ l ? i ^ B l ( 0 - . 1 ( 0 + 2 . 1 ( 0 - - - í ^ - » ( 0 . 
\ vr(r0) / Vr(.0) Vr(ř0) 
=,r^^«i(o+(,-^^)^V^> > 
L y/x\t0) \ Vr(Í0) / J 
viíxm oi[x(o] _ »i[x(fo)] _ f r t . 
— — = — — p _ = - «iW + 
Vr(o Vr(o Vr(t0) 119 
+ (4?554[*w>] 4 ^ o ) ^ ) ] ) U i ( 0 . 
V 2 X'(t0)y/X'(t0) J 
= ^ £ M U l ( 0 + ( 2 e - ^ £ ^ 1 ) ^ ( 0 = 
Vx'(r0) V Vx'(t0) / 
_ M ^ M „.(,) + (, - !i-P_l Wo + ^(0 = «a(0 + «-a(0. 
Vx'(t0) V Vro0) / 
Thus, it holds (5) where we write u2 and v2 in place of u and v. Further we have 
«a(0*a(0 - «a(0*a(0 - \^r*M- « l (0 + (Q- M _ M ) -.(O] r',(0 -
L VrOo) V VA"('O) / J 
.[«ffltL!«UU. 
L VX'(*0) V VX'('o) / J 
= M£M (u l (o,i(o-
vX'Oo) vroo) 
By Lemma 5 sign (uv' — u'v) = sign(u2v2 — u2v2) = sign i?i[X(to)]- So, we have 
proved that t?i[X(to)] *s always of the same signs for every t0 e R for which X(t0) ^ 
^ <pn(to) and for the solution vt of (q) satisfying the initial conditions v^to) = 0, 
v[(t0) = 1. By Corollary 2 (p„„x(0 < X(t) < (pn + l(t) for teR. Therefore T.(X(/) -
- <r\.(0) __ 0 for * e R, where T: = ( - l ) n sign (uv' - u'v). 
(<=) Let there exist an integer n and x e R, such that X(x) = <p„(0> X(0 ^ <Pn(0 
for f € R, signX' = 1 and let T . (X(t) - <pn(t)) <• 0, where T = ±1. The function 
X(t) — 9„(t) has at the point t = x a local extreme, thus X'(x) = <p,l(*)- Therefore 
by Theorem 3 g ^ = gt = ( — 1)" are the characteristic multipliers of (q) relative 
to the dispersion X and from Lemma 5 follows the existence of independent solutions 
u, v of (q) for which (5) holds. We proceed in the same manner as we did in proving 
(=>) to prove T = ( —1)" sign (uv' — u'v). 
From Lemma 7 we obtain 
Corollary 7. Equation (q) possesses independent solutions u, v for which (5) holds 
iff for any integer n X(t) & (pn(t)for t e R, sign X' = 1 and 
minT.(X(0~9*(0)=0 (t = ±1). 
teR 
Theorem 4. It holds: 
a) Equation (q) possesses complex characteristic multipliers relative to the disper-
sion X precisely if for any integer n q>n_t(t) < X(t) < q>n(t)for t e R. 
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b) Equation (q) possesses two different real characteristic multipliers relative to the 
dispersion X exactly if either signX' = - 1 , or signX' = 1 and if there exists an 
integer n such that the function X(t) — <pn(t) changes its sign on R. 
c) Equation (q) possesses two equal (real) characteristic multipliers relative to the 
dispersion X and there exist independent solutions u, v of (q)for which (5) holds exactly 
if there exists an integer n such that X(t) # (pn(t)for teR, sign X' = 1 and min t x 
x (X(t) - cpn(t)) = 0, where x = ± 1.
 teR 
d) Equation (q) possesses two equal (real) characteristic multipliers relative to the 
dispersion X and there exist independent solutions u, v of (q)for which (4) holds exactly 
if there exists an integer n such that X(t) = <pn(t) for teR. 
Proof, a) According to Theorem 1 equation (q) relative to the dispersion X 
possesses complex characteristic multipliers iff there exists a phase a of (q), an 
integer m and a number a, 0 < a < 1: a[X(0] = a(0 + (a + 2#0 n. It holds further 
a[P2m..igna'(0] = «(0 + ^rnn, a[p (2m + 1)glgna,(0] = «(0 + (2™ + 1) 7i. Therefore 
a[92m.signa 't0] < a[-*(0] <
 a[^(2m+i)signa'(0]. If sign a' = 1, then <p2m(0 < 
< X(t) < ^2« + i(0- I f sign a' = - 1 , then p_2«- i (0 < * ( 0 < <P-2m(0- Suppose 
now that there exists an integer n such that cpn_ t(t) < X(t) < <pn(t) for teR. Then (q) 
relative to the dispersion X has no determined number and by Corollary 5 the 
characteristic multipliers of (q) relative to the dispersion X are complex. 
b) It follows from Theorems 2 and 3, from Lemma 3, from Corollary 2 and from 
the fact that (q) relative to the dispersion X, sign X' = 1 possesses two different real 
characteristic multipliers exactly if X'(x) ?- <pn(x) in numbers x (of type n) of (q) 
relative to the dispersion X. 
c) It follows from Corollary 7. 
d) It has been proved in Lemma 5. 
Corollary 8. Let a be a phase of (q) and X = a~ 1sa(s e (£) be a dispersion of (q). 
Then: 
a) Equation (q) possesses complex characteristic multipliers relative to the disper-
sion X iff there exists an integer n such that (n — 1) n < sign a ' . (e(0 — t) <nn 
for t e R. 
b) Equation (q) possesses two equal (real) characteristic multipliers relative to the 
dispersion X and there exist independent solutions u, v of (q) for which (5) holds iff 
there exists an integer n such that s(t) ^ t + nn . sign a', sign s' = 1 and min x x 
x (s(t) - t - nn . sign a') = 0, where x = ± 1. teR 
c) Equation (q) possesses two equal (real) characteristic multipliers relative to the 
dispersion X and there exist independent solutions u, v of (q) for which (4) holds iff 
there exists an integer n such that s(t) = t + nn . sign a' for teR. 
d) Equation (q) possesses two different real characteristic multipliers relative to the 
dispersion X iff either sign s' = — 1 or sign e' = 1 and if there exists an integer n such 
that the function s(t) — t — nn . sign a' changes its sign on R. 
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Proof. Let a be a phase of (q) and X = a~*£a (e e (£). Then <p(t) = a -1(a(0 4-
4- it. sign a') is the basic central dispersion of (q) and cpn(t) = a"
 i(cc(t) 4- nK. sign a'). 
We have next sign e' = sign X' and X(x) = (pn(x) iff e(x-) = xt 4- nK . sign a', where 
xx = a(x). Corollary 8 immediately follows from Theorem 4. 
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